“Efficient slitting”
VARGA | SLITTER-REWINDER

ADVANTAGES
- high speed 600 m/min
- easy handling, quick learning
- industry 4.0 efficiency increase automation
- quality assurance solutions
- fast ROI
- low operating costs
- compact design, low space requirement
- technology support and remote control
- predictive maintenance
- excellent resale value

ACCESSORIES
- rotary knife, industrial blade
- friction shaft
- shaftless unwinder (option)
- lifting table for unwinder unit
- vacuum table for clamping the material
- cuts exhaust
- automatic finished roll pushing
- automatic roll unloading
- automatic cutting size setting
- print quality control (option)

REEL WIDTH: 200-1300 mm
REELS DIAMETER MAX: 800 mm
SLITTING WIDTH MIN: 50 mm
SLITTING Width: 8-51"  SLITTING SPEED: 15-600 m/min  50-2000'/min
FRICITION SHAFT: 76 mm 3", 152 mm 6" (option)
SLITTING MODES: rotary knife, industrial blade
SLITTED MATERIALS: BOPP, PE, PET, PA, CPP
PAPER, AL (option)

WWW.VARGAFLEXO.COM